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Who’s Who?

• Program Directors
• Instructional Leads
• Classroom Teachers
• Teacher Program
• Student Program
• Combination Program
• New Programs
• Other?



Workshop Goals 

1)I can describe the importance of reflection in 
the learning process. 

2)I can make connections between reflective 
practices and STARTALK program outcomes.

3)I can plan for reflective practices to maximize 
learning in my STARTALK program. 

4)Other program-specific goals?



Agenda

•Reflection as a practice

•Reflection in STARTALK
•Reflection Case Study:
GLP STARTALK Program

•Reflection in action
Your program



Definitions & Significance

Reflection: Reflective practice is thinking about 
what you did, what the result was, and deciding 
what you would do differently next time. 

Why This Matters: It is through reflection that we 
grow. When we grow, our students grow! 



Teachers Reflect on Growth
Teacher of the Year Video

“You have to sustain your professional capacity… and [you] have to grow and get 
better.” - Rebecca Mieliwocki, 2012 Teacher of the Year

“The reason we have to always get better is because we always have different 
students in front of us… In the end getting better means that I am paying attention 
to who is in front of me and figuring out how to move them from where they are 
to where they can be.” - Sarah Brown Wessling, 2010 National Teacher of the Year

Turn and Talk: 
• In what ways do you think these teachers use reflection for personal growth? 
• How does focusing on personal growth impact students? 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/teacher-practice-growth-reflection


Teacher Reflection for 
Student Learning

“…The single most important determinant of 
what students learn is what their teachers 
know. Teacher qualifications, teacher’s 
knowledge and skills make more difference 
for student learning than any other single 
factor.”

(Darling-Hammond, 2009)



TELL 

Domains
ENVIRONMENT

LEARNING EXPERIENCE

COLLABORATION

PLANNING

PERFORMANCE & FEEDBACK

PROFESSIONALISM

LEARNING TOOLS



STARTALK Connections - TELL
TELL Domain Professionalism PR3 
I am a reflective practitioner.

a. I use processes that allow me to analyze and reflect on my current practices.

b. I regularly use evidence of student growth to inform reflection on my practices.

c. I create a plan for my professional growth based on my reflections.

d. My behavior evidences awareness of the relationships between my beliefs and practices and 

their impact on learning.

TELL Domain Performance & Feedback PF4 
I routinely use internal and external assessment
data to modify learning experiences. 

a. I analyze evidence of student performance in an ongoing manner.

b. My students and I modify learning strategies to meet or exceed the performance targets.  



STARTALK Connections: Principles

Conducting Performance-Based Assessment
• The teacher uses formative checks for learning during lessons to adjust 

instruction as needed and to provide timely feedback to learners.

• Learners know how well they are doing with regard to specific learning 

goals and they know what they can do to improve their performance.

• Learners have the ability to assess their own learning.

• Learners engage in summative real-world performance tasks to 

demonstrate how well they have met the performance goals of the unit.



Reflecting on Learning in STARTALK

STARTALK Specific Requirements
• Teacher Curriculum STAGE 3 component
• Student Learning Plan component
• Site visit process



Teacher Program
Curriculum STAGE 3

https://startalk.umd.edu/public/system/files/resources/te

acher_program_curriculum_companion_guide.pdf

https://startalk.umd.edu/public/system/files/resources/teacher_program_curriculum_companion_guide.pdf


Student Program Learning Plan

Personal Reflection

• How did this lesson go? 

• What could you do to 

improve this learning plan 

if you do these activities again?



Site Visit LookFors: Reflection

Teacher Programs:
•Participants reflect and explore new ways to use 
knowledge and skills beyond the program. 

Student Programs:
•The teacher uses assessment evidence to adjust 
instruction.



Reflection: Learner Engagement

• Learning targets
• LinguaFolio
• TELL Domain Self-Assessments



Reflecting for Growth
• We do not learn from experience…we learn from 
reflecting on experience.  (John Dewey, 1916) 

• Because of their ability to reflect, great teachers know not only what to do, but
also why. Research substantiates the role of reflection in teachers’ professional 
growth.  (Constantino & De Lorenzo, 2001; Danielson & McGreal, 2000; Glickman 
2002; Lambert, 2003)

• Mindset change is not about picking up a few pointers here and there. It’s about 
seeing things in a new way. When people change to a growth mindset, they 
change from a judge-and be-judged framework to a learn-and help-learn 
framework. Their commitment is to growth, and growth takes plenty of time, 
effort and mutual support.  (Carol S. Dweck, Mindset: The New Psychology of 
Success)



Reflection in Action 

Case Study: GLP STARTALK Program

Program Background:  

• Length

– 3 weeks

• Practicum Experience

– Peer- and Micro- Teaching

– Local Camp Collaboration

• Reflection

– Daily Questions

– Rubric

– Feedback



GLP’S Framework for Reflection and 
Feedback



Reflection Questions
Daily Reflection Questions

Reflection on Daily Learning

• 30 minutes at end of each day

• Organized in one place

• Instructors responded online   

• Discussed each morning



Reflection Questions Cont’d
Sample Reflection Questions

Week 1
• I THOUGHT SO!  What understandings did you have validated as a result of your learning 

today?

• I NEED MORE! What questions remain about the learning today? What else do you need 

to learn or do in order to successfully transfer your new skills into your classroom?

Week 2
• Reviewing our list of indicators of an engaging classroom, which one do you hope to 

focus on during your micro-teaching experience next week? Where do you hope to grow?

Week 3
• What is one thing that you are proud of in your lesson today, and why?

• What is one thing that didn’t go as you expected today, and why?

• How will you do things differently in your next lesson, and why?



Think, Pair, Share:

• What is your 

initial reaction to 

this reflection?

• What comments 

would you leave 

this teacher?

• How could you 

push her to 

expand on her 

thinking?



Personalized Reflection Rubric

Putting Reflective Practice 
into Action

• Teacher Created Rubric

• Based Off Group-Identified 
Indicators

• Used During Peer and 
Micro-Teaching





Feedback

Peer to Peer Feedback
• Modeling, Peer-Teaching, 

and Feedback (Week 2)
• Micro-teaching and 

Feedback (Week 3)

• Videotaping 

• Varied Feedback Grouping



Summary



Importance of Reflection

Impact of Reflection
• Teacher Testimonials and STARTALK Program Surveys Speak 

to Importance of Reflection

• “Taking the time to stop and think about what we learned 

gave me a chance to focus and process.” – GLP STARTALK 

Participant



Action Plan

Reflection in Your Program
• How do you currently integrate reflection into your STARTALK 

program?

• What did you hear today that you will integrate into your 

program?

• How will this impact the teachers you work with? 

Use the graphic organizer to create an action plan!



Action Plan
Current 

Reflective 

Practices I Use 

New Strategies I 

Learned 

Reflective 

Practices I Will 

Add to My 

STARTALK 

Program 

Impact on 

Students/Teach

er Participants 



Share Out/Shout Out!

• Tell someone about your plan.
• Listen to their plan.
• Share an idea with the group.



Goal Check

1)I can describe the importance of reflection in 
the learning process. 

2)I can make connections between reflective 
practices and STARTALK program outcomes.

3)I can plan for reflective practices to maximize 
learning in my STARTALK program. 

4)Your goals?



Pam Delfosse startalk@nlfc.umd.edu
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